McCook Field Squadron-FAC
Sanction #10059

ANNUAL FF CONTEST-2020
Dates: June 6 & 7, 2020
Location: AMA site, Muncie, Indiana

Saturday- June 6th (8am-5pm)
#2 FAC Rubber Scale
#12-13 FAC Golden Age-combined
#23 2Bit + 1 OT Rubber
McCook Field Watson Unlimited Challenge
#22 OT Rubber Fuselage
*** AMA Catapult Glider (Jr,Sr,O)
#31 Simple Scale
#24 Jimmie Allen
Phantom Flash (ROG)

Sunday- June 7th (8am-4pm)
#1 FAC Peanut Scale
#35 Embryo Endurance
#32 Dime Scale
#33 No-Cal Profile Scale
#21 OT Rubber Stick
#36 Jet Catapult Scale
#53 1/2 size Wakefield
#98 AMA P-30

WW I Combat Mass Launch – 10 am
Goodyear Mass Launch 11:30 pm
Greve Mass Launch 1:30pm

WW II Combat Mass Launch – 10am

PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE WEATHER. SOME OR ALL EVENTS MAY BE COMBINED INTO ONE DAY OR TIMES CHANGED DEPENDING ON INCLEMENT WEATHER FORECAST!

BOM rule applies (except Cloud Tramp below and AMA Catapult glider). (FAC General Rule M)
Three Models by three different builders must be entered with each making a qualifying flight for the winner to be awarded a “Kanone”. (FAC General Rule S)
The FAC 20-21 Rule Book will be used for all FAC events.
PPLC events will be on the honor system. Turning in a score is your pledge that your model meets the PPLC requirements.
FAC events may be added during the contest, provided conditions of Rule M & S (above) are met.
Scoring disputes must be filed the day of the event.
**AMA Event 142 rules. Best 3 of 6 flights. (Jr,Sr,O)
***AMA Event 140 rules. Best 3 of 6 flights (Jr,Sr,O)
****Grant MIMLOC rules. No BOM rule.
In event of ties in endurance events (3, 120 sec maxes), Mass Launch will break all ties. Check w/ CD at least 1 hour prior to end of day for instructions.

Watson Unlimited Challenge Rules: (McCook Special event)
Model must be propelled by 24” length of 1/8” rubber. (Supplied)
Score is total of best 2 of 3 flights, no max. There are no other rules!

Entry Fee: $10. Current AMA License required.
“McCookie” Pin: 1st Place, Certificates: 2nd, 3rd, Kanones